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Social Norms Effect on Gender Relations 

 
 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
�  ؟"between genders"+* ا)ردن " social norms"#" ه! : ه�
/8=* >;: آ. " makes each gender go to a different school"ا382دات وا0123452 : 0/.ه
 at one school..during..from..from middle school to high"ب@و?"ا " males"ال

school " و"all females go to one school  " *=8/ 35<أ Cه Dب"in they actually feel 
that they are in the same environment is in college or university " @1Fه"ن ب

"co-education " "2HIت K38< CLM5ت *N1ت O=�23ب /8=* اQ23 اR2 S5?و"questions or become 
his friend, he is not used to it and he assumes that there is a relationship 
between them. Because this is almost like his first contact with a girl.”   

  
�  ؟..و\ ه. ه]ا >"ج"د بM. اYR5NR2 ا)ردن*: ه�

 I? “where or what part of Al-Urdun this male^, ) >[ بM. اYR5NR2 ا)ردن*: ه0/.
is from " !< 38=* /8=* >;: 2" أج/"community where they are not used to 

relationships or inter-activity with males and females, of course he is going 
to be shy. " *=8/ Dب"for instance in college " ن"ا"M/ !MR<و02 و Y< CLM5ت O=ب !MR<

"friends "Ca=1ب �b:c *+ ن"M/ !M<ال, وو K@ب Dب"college it is not acceptable "*=8/  .  
 
 
English translation: 

 
Heba: What are the social norms between genders? 
 
Hadeel: The norms and traditions require each gender to go to a different school. For 
example, all males go to one school from middle school to high school, and all females 
go to one school. But the time when they feel they are in the same is in college or 
university. Here we have coeducation. Even when a girl comes to talk to a guy or ask him 
questions or become his friend, he isn’t used to it and assumes that there is a relationship 
between them because it’s almost like his first contact with a girl. 
 
Heba: Is this present in all of the communities in Jordan? 
 
Hadeel: No, not in all the Jordanian society. It depends on where and in what parts of 
Jordan is this male from. For example, if he comes from a community where they are not 
used to relationships or interactivity between males and females, they are going to be shy. 
But, for example, in college a girl may speak to a guy, and they may be friends or in a 
relationship, but outside college it isn’t acceptable 
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